BalcaniHUB: Opportunità di cooperazione, settembre 2016

PROFILI DI COOPERAZIONE CROAZIA
Clicca sul titolo per consultare il profilo completo.
PER INFORMAZIONI E ASSISTENZA, scrivi a balcani@agenziadisviluppo.net indicando
nell'oggetto dell'e-mail il codice identificativo (POD Reference) del profilo selezionato.
Offerte commerciali
1. A Croatian producer of a multi-functional parasol base is open to partnerships in Italy, Spain, Turkey and
France
2. Croatian cardboard boxes and packaging products offered for distribution
3. Distribution of innovative plant energizers made of special biocrystal mixture
4. A Croatian traditional cake offered to potential distributors and representatives
5. A Croatian company, owning a natural water wellspring, is offering sale/acquisition of the complete
company or a part of...
6. A Croatian company offers subcontracting or manufacturing agreement in the metallurgy sector
7. Croatian ship design and marine engineering company offers its services for shipbuilding and ship design
companies
8. A Croatian company specialized in property management and service, car sales and renting,etc is offering
its services...
9. A Croatian producer of handmade processed crystal products is looking for distributors
10. A Croatian company offering its services to potential investors
11. Manufacturer of rustic lightning and pottery is offering its products and services
12. A Croatian producer of hemp seed products is looking for distributors
13. A Croatian producer of wooden furniture and toys is searching for distributors and offering subcontracting
14. Croatian manufacturer of wall mounted heating panels seeks distributors
15. A Croatian manufacturer of plastic packaging for food and other industry is looking for a distributors
16. A Croatian company offers its subcontracting services or services agreement in the metallurgy sector
17. A Croatian innovative product for the protection of women shoes offered to commercial agents and
distributors
18. Croatian company specialized in IT software development and telecommunications consultancy is offering
its services,...
19. A Croatian producer of furniture and equipment for educational institutions is looking for distributors
20. Croatian company seeks distributors and commercial agencies for their agricultural machinery and
equipment for...
21. A Croatian company for electrical engineering and industrial automation is offering subcontracting
services
22. Croatian producer of workwear seeks trade intermediaries and offers machine embroidery as a
subcontractor
23. A Croatian producer of textiles offering services to companies needing subcontracting and outsourcing
partners
24. A Croatian producer of joinery is searching for distributors and offering subcontracting services
25. A Croatian company offering machining services
26. A Croatian metal ceilings and drywall profiles manufacturer is looking for representatives and offering
outsourcing
27. Croatian company offering partnership in form of organisation of weddings
28. A Croatian producer of plum juice is looking for distributors and representatives
29. A Croatian producer of therapeutic textile products made of materials with thermoregulation and oxygen
release...
30. Travel agencies requested for a services agreement with a Croatian tourism portal developer
31. A Croatian producer of natural cosmetics is searching for a distributor of a new line of facial care products
32. A Croatian composite repair company is searching for international sales agents
33. A Croatian developer of a booking web system for sports courts is searching for representatives and
investors, as well...
34. Croatian zinc and aluminium anodes aimed for distribution on foreign markets
35. A Croatian producer of traditional fruit alcoholic beverages, liqueurs and jams is looking for distributors
36. Croatian travel agency seeks travel agents/partners interested in selling group tours to Croatia abroad
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Croatian product development company is offering its services to potential partners/clients
Innovatively designed firewood holder for distribution and/or license agreement
Owner of a quick service restaurant franchise chain is looking for franchisees
A Croatian yacht charter company is offering their services
A Croatian company offers interactive visualizations
Croatian electronic devices offered to distributors on foreign markets
A Croatian metal processing company offering its services in form of a subcontracting and outsourcing
agreement
A Croatian producer of designer furniture looking for agents and distributors
Croatian wood cluster offers manufacturing and subcontracting services
A Croatian company is looking for agents and distributors of their brand of roasted coffee
Croatian producer of goat cheese is looking for distributors
Croatian producer of smoked chicken seeks distribution and/or licencing
A Croatian producer of baking equipment is looking for distributors and commercial agents
Croatian manufacturer of innovative bedding products for the alternative sector seeks partners
Innovatively designed computer/makeup desk for licensing
A Croatian producer of innovative software for management of biomedical storage facilities and stored
material seeks for...
Croatian company is seeking distribution partners for their Destination Management System (DMS) solution
Financial agreement sought for the start of a call center
Distributors sought for fresh anchovies and sardines
A Croatian fashion designer of unique knitwear seeks representatives, agents or distributors
Financial partners wanted for app that connects expats and travellers that speak the same language
Croatian company seeks distributors of fiscal cash registers and point of sale software.
Croatian company seeks partners for rotational moulding technology for plastics
Device for wireless remote camera control is offered to companies for distribution service or licencing
A Croatian company growing apples and plums is looking for distributors and joint venture partners
Croatian producer of protective work wear is looking for distributors and is offering manufacturing services
Metal sheet processing services offered by a Croatian company
A Croatian producer of transmission belts is looking for distributors and offering subcontracting
A Croatian producer of office furniture and chairs is looking for representatives and distributors
Distribution or manufacturing of marine engines and equipment
Croatian company seeks partners to offer its capillary damp recovery system
A Croatian company offers subcontracting to producers of floor coverings
A Croatian producer of strawberries,raspberries and fruit wine seeks distributors and joint venture partners
A Croatian company offers a system for temperature and humidity monitoring in pharmaceutical industry.
Textile producer from Croatia looking for distribution and representation services
A Croatian company offers graphic design and marketing services
Croatian unique umbrellas offered for distribution

Richieste commerciali
1. Croatian manufacturer of plastic packaging seeks plastic suppliers for commercial agency agreements
2. Croatian metallurgy company offers distribution agreements
3. A Croatian company active as retail online shop for gaming accessories and games is looking for new
games for sale
4. A Croatian company offers representation services to producers of floor coverings
5. A Croatian machining company is offering representation services
6. A Croatian company active in electrical engineering and industrial automation is offering distribution
services
7. A Croatian retail footwear shop is looking for suppliers from EU
Offerte tecnologiche
1. Croatian university is looking for joint venture agreement or license agreement for its omega 3 enriched
eggs.
2. An innovative software for management of biomedical storage facilities and stored material
3. Interactive digital platform for tourist accommodation units
4. Novel advanced ecologically acceptable system for ballast water treatment
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5. Croatian inventor offers device for destroying microorganisms in emulsions, water and air with ultraviolet C
light
6. Web app for recording of client treatment and expert-client communication where multidisciplinary expert
services are...
7. Smart electric bike
8. Digital eLearning and content distribution platform
9. Atmospheric outdoor gas burner with automatic flame restart feature.
10. Knowledge based farm management software
11. A Croatian company offers a portable personal telemetry and location communicator
12. A Croatian faculty offers the high sensitive potentiometric ionic surfactant sensor
13. Insulated concrete from system with variable length wall ties
14. New invention for the ultrasound diagnosis of lung diseases
15. Croatian company offering a solution for wire holding during spring manufacturing is looking for partners
16. Croatian electronics company offering robotics teaching aid is looking for partners
17. Croatian academic research group offers its database of antibodies
18. Electronic product design and development for new applications
19. The system for wireless measurement of analog signals
20. Centralized backup and data repository solution for pharmaceutical and other industry.
21. Data centre security
22. Digital services distribution system (E-goods)
23. Device for pulling on socks
24. Biconical pipe expander for the implementation of plastic pipes into boreholes
25. Expertise and know-how for the development of milk and dairy products
26. A Croatian university is looking for licensing for the functional endoscopic sinus surgery training model
27. Ultra-light electric passenger catamaran
Richieste tecnologiche
1. Technology for production of goat whey supplements is sought
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